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CBC Building in Toronto Plastered with Suspected
Vaccine Injuries and Deaths
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***

Activists plastered hundreds of suspected Covid “vaccine” injuries and deaths onto the
doors and windows of the CBC building on Front St. early this morning.

The CBC, Canada’s taxpayer-funded media corporation, has been charged by many to be
complicit in propagandist lies over the safety of the experimental gene therapies.

Without any critical investigation, the CBC and other mainstream media outlets continue to
push  the  “safe  and  effective  narrative”  in  spite  of  overwhelming  evidence  of  catastrophic
and unprecedented levels of adverse events.

Seeking  to  bring  attention  to  the  injuries  and  deaths  temporally  related  to  Covid-19
“vaccines,”  the  activists  worked  feverishly  to  get  the  profiles  up.  Security  guards  were
present  but  did  not  intervene.

Special report coming soon.
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CBC building front doors.

One of the hundreds of “vaccine” injury and death profiles.
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After looking at the profiles, security guards return indoors.

Charges of “vaccine” adverse events complicity for the CBC and mainstream media.
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A grim reminder of lives potentially damaged and ended by the mRNA shots.

Activists plaster profiles high and low
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Activists paste hundreds of suspected Covid-19 “vaccine” injuries and death profiles. 

“Justice for the Vaccinated” stickers appeared on the doors and windows.
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